The highest good
is the harmony of the soul
with itself.
Seneca | Roman philosopher

DUSCHOLUX

COMFORT PRODUCTS
Elegant bath and shower solutions combine comfort and functionality.
First-class materials finished to a high quality standard guarantee
durability, while the aesthetically pleasing design makes every visit to
the bathroom a pleasure. Our sophisticated details and variants permit
countless options that offer something for everyone.

Bella Vita Nova is the shower enclosure series that can
do simply everything - just count the many advantages.
It can be mounted directly on tiled floors, but at the
same time fits on a large number of shower trays. And:
its exclusive design lends itself to realising unconventional architectural concepts. For the highest standards
- for people who are looking for that special something.

BELLA VITA NOVA, FEATURES
Partial-framed shower enclosure series
Ideal for all age groups, maximum entry widths
Wide range of custom installation options and sizes
Wide sliding, swing and pivot folding doors
Flush hinges on pivot folding doors
Lift-and-lower mechanism on swing and pivot
folding doors
Standard height 2000 mm
Sliding door overbath screen
Easy-clean, easy-care

Shower enclosure

BElla Vita Nova
Bella Vita Nova, corner entry with sliding doors
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Feel safe
Feel good

How to turn a
niche into a large
shower area
Bella Vita Nova appeals for its particularly light,
generous spatial solutions. Profile tracks provide
greater comfort as soon as the user enters the shower.
The easy-to-operate sliding doors secure the functionality and best possible seal in both sizes - as a double
sliding solution or a single sliding door.

The perfect interplay between comfort, aesthetics and
safety is also available in special sizes if required. For
transparency, ease of care and optimum utilisation of the
available space in any bathroom.

2

1] Bella Vita Nova, 4-part sliding door
in niche
2] Bella Vita Nova – persuasive
through an ample offering of space
and ease of care and maintenance.
Thanks to the low-profile designs
combined with smooth glass surfaces, cleaning is taken care of quickly
and easily.
3] Bella Vita Nova, 2-panelled sliding
door in niche

1

3
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Bella Vita Nova

All-round
elegance and
functionality
Sometimes things just have to go round! The Bella Vita
Nova Round with two sliding doors and two fixed side
panels echoes the basic idea of the shower enclosure
range: High quality materials and maximum transparency guarantee optimum utilisation of the available
space and the greatest possible showering comfort. The
secret's in the detail, with smooth-running doors and
easy operation - and they're easy to clean. Clever all
round.

Bella Vita Nova Round with 2 sliding doors and
2 fixed side panels
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Bella Vita Nova Round
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Bella Vita Nova

SWING DOORS FOR
TIMELESS ELEGANCE
Bella Vita Nova is the user-friendly shower enclosure
series for people of all ages that is perfect for everyday
use. It offers any number of convenient features, plenty
of clever, practical benefits, and a modern, elegantly
understated design that makes the shower enclosure
the focal point of the bathroom. The unit’s clear, streamlined profiles and lightly rounded edges create a timeless look that is enhanced by compelling functionality.

2

1] Bella Vita Nova corner-entry with
fixed panels on Free Base shower tray
2] Timeless elegance with clean
profile design and lightly rounded
edges
3] Bella Vita Nova swing door with
side panel

1

3
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Bella Vita Nova

SHOWERING
COMFORT FOR ALL
AGES
Bella Vita Nova shower panels can be fitted to floorlevel shower trays like the ultra-flat Free Base series,
but are also ideal for use with conventional shower
trays. The smooth glass surfaces and the reduced
profile design make for easy cleaning and care. Bella
Vita Nova is the ideal shower enclosure series for all

1] Bella Vita Nova swing door
with fixed panel and side panel,
Bathtub Prime-line 257

ages, living arrangements and spatial situations.
2] Outward and inward opening
swing doors keep every last drop
of water in the shower.

1

2

PIVOT FOLDING
DOORS FOR WIDER
ACCESS
An important feature of Bella Vita Nova is its simplified,
easy operability. Broad, swinging-type folding doors
open wide, inviting you to a relaxing showering experience – a sensation that is amplified with an entrance
that is flush with the bathroom floor. For more independence and autonomy in all phases of life. The Bella Vita
Nova swinging-type folding door can be mounted flush
with the floor or in combination with a shower tray. The
door folds up compactly against the wall. It is rounded
2

off using high-quality materials such as aluminium and

3

durable safety glass. Quality you will enjoy for years to

1] Bella Vita Nova pivot folding door with side panel

come.

2+3] Timeless elegance, modern technology: flush hinges on the inside make the
shower enclosure easy to clean.
4] Embodiment of elegance: Bella Vita Nova corner entry with pivot folding doors
5] The open pivot folding doors can be folded right back against the wall, offering
plenty of space for easy access.

4

1

5
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Bella Vita Nova
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Bella Vita Nova

Sliding doors
for the bathtub
A genuine benefit: the Bella Vita Nova for bathtubs. The
classic overbath screen appeals for its amazingly
reduced design and easy sliding operation. The two- or
four-part sliding door in the strong guide profile not only
offers reliable splash protection, but it also extremely
easy to clean and look after as the door wings swing to
the inside.

1+2] Sliding door, 4-panel
3+4] Sliding door, 2-panel

1

2

3

4

SPLIT
PERSONALITY
Bella Vita with split shower enclosure door makes it
possible to partially open the top and bottom doors. The
advantage: You can provide help without getting wet.
The water stays in the shower. The corner entry also
gives spacious, obstacle-free access to the shower
zone.

BELLA VITA, FEATURES
Horizontally split wing door in niche
Doors opening inwards and outwards for corner entry
Ideal for giving a helping hand without getting wet
Custom solutions available
Standard height 2000 mm
Optional handle for easier operation

Shower enclosure

BElla Vita
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Bella Vita

Whether Round, Five or Rectangular: Magic Top is a
shower enclosure with details boasting more than you
could dream of. High-quality materials such as aluminium and safety glass accentuate the elegant design.
This elegance of line is highlighted even more through
the minimal design of the frame. All Magic Top models
thus enhance the architectural impression. Clear aesthetics. Modern and memorable. And for individuals
Magic Top is available in tailored sizes for all installation
situations.

MAGIC TOP, FEATURES
Partial-framed shower enclosure series
Custom installation options and sizes available
Wing and swing doors
Lift-and-lower mechanism on all doors
2

Shower enclosure

Standard height 2000 mm

1] Magic Top Round with 2
swing doors and fixed
panels

MaGIC TOP

1

3

2] Pivot door in niche
3] Corner entry
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Elegant lines
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Magic top

REDUCED-FRAME
CLASSIC
Magic Top quality, also in the detail: the lift and lower
mechanism of the swing and pivot doors for easy opening and closing. The models are available on request
with Cleartec coating to make care and cleaning even
easier. Furthermore, Magic Top is available in various
types of structural safety glass. For even more versatility.

1] Magic Top Five
2] 2 doors with fixed panel
as corner entry

2

1

2

CLEAN,
CONTEMPORARY
DESIGN
Magic Top models are also special because they are
easy to clean and handle. Smooth surfaces guarantee
easy cleaning and the magnetic lock makes the door
close securely. Another intelligently designed and well
chosen feature is the elegant and modern profile form.
Magic Top fits ideally into almost every architectural
spatial concept.

1] Swing door in niche
2] Door with fixed panel in niche

4

1

2

3

3] Door, with side panel
4] The modern bar handle
emphasises the straight lines
of the shower enclosure

Duscholux
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Magic Top

Luxury in consummate aesthetics. Let yourself be
enchanted by the transparency of a Magic Circle, the
perfect performance of lightness. Circle also achieves
its magic and charm by its creative positioning in the
room. Almost free-standing - only one wall is attached
- it expresses unbeatable elegance. And the matching
shower tray additionally underscores this premium

2

impression. Even the functional details are sophisticated: For instance the swing doors, which can be opened
to the inside and outside and even fold all the way back
against the wall. For more space in the bathroom. Or the
water deflector strip integrated into the design. For
improved sealing. A lift-lower mechanism of the doors
provides ease of opening and the magnet catch ensures
safe closing.

3

MAGIC CIRCLE, FEATURES
Partial-framed round shower enclosure
Two swing doors for maximum access widths
Lift-and-lower mechanism
Dimensions 1000 x 850 x 2000 mm
Matching Malaga Circle shower tray

4
1] Magic Circle, spacious shower
cabin with compact outer dimensions
2] The semicircle - classical
aesthetics. Flexible swing doors
3] With matching shower tray
Malaga Circle
4] Smooth surfaces
and a reduced frame ease
the cleaning

Shower enclosure

MAGIC CIRCLE
1
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MAGIC
SEMICIRCLE

With plenty of freedom for individual planning: the Magic
Run round shower partition with just one sliding door
and a reduced-frame design. The arrangement of the
movable door section is determined when it is assembled on-site, which means even more flexibility. The
result: a space-saving miracle with lots of transparency
and freedom in bathroom design. Magic Run is available
in two sizes.

MAGIC RUN, FEATURES
Framed round shower enclosure
Innovative solution with only one sliding door
Optimum use of space
Dimensions 900 x 900 or 1000 x 1000 mm
Height of glass 2000 mm
No custom dimensions available
Door can be installed hinged left or right

Shower enclosure

MAGIC Run

Clever all round: the direction
of entrance can be positioned
individually during the on-site
installation.
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CLEVER ALL ROUND
with only one
sliding door

Magic Life is a further development in the Magic series,
rounding it off to perfection with the transparent
elegance of doorless entry. The spacious entrance area
and comfortable showering zone permit an almost
boundless showering experience with surprisingly
compact external dimensions. The direction of entry
can be individually determined on site.

Magic Life with
Duscholux shower tray
Ancona Quadro 914

MAGIC LIFE, FEATURES
Partial-framed walk-in solution
Straight and curved elements can be combined
Custom solutions available for straight panels
Standard height 2000 mm
Matching Ancona Quadro 914 shower tray
Shower tray dimensions 1450 x 900 x 40 mm

Shower enclosure

Magic Life
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Almost endless

The bathroom personality is not only revealed in the
light, transparent appearance, but also in its flexibility.
Carat offers a broad range of variants and many different special solutions. This facilitates excellent adaptation to the most diverse spatial situations and customer
requests. In addition to the endless range of fittings, you
also have the choice of three profile colours and three
different types of glass. As much profile as necessary,
as little profile as possible.

CARAT, FEATURES
Framed shower enclosure series
Custom installation options and sizes available
Sliding, pivot, swing and folding doors
Lift-and-lower mechanism on pivot and swing doors
Sliding doors open outwards for easy cleaning
Standard height 1900 mm
Shortened side panels in three standard heights
Sliding door overbath screen

Shower enclosure

CARAT

Carat, pivot door with
side panel

Duscholux
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Functionality and
transparency
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Carat

EVEN GREATER SHOWERING COMFORT
Discover the new visual lightness of these expressive
lines. The vertical, clearly drawn profile structure lends
Carat an elegance that is all its own. It also appeals for
1] Carat Five with pivot door
2] Carat Round with pivot door

its high stability and the ease and precision with which it
is installed. The door segments can be removed and
adjusted individually without dismantling.

1

3] Carat Round with sliding doors

2

3

Planned down
to the smallest
detail
The most sophisticated technical details are incorporated, with the greatest care, in Carat. Such as the clever
lift-and-lower mechanism on the pivot and swing door
panels. And the full-length pivot bearing frame with seal
for the swing and sliding folding doors, coupled with the
magnetic door closures, improves water-tightness and
greatly enhances showering comfort. The easy-to-clean
door panels only have frames down the vertical sides,
meaning that the often visually intrusive waterproofing
strips are integrated into the design. The door locks in
place at either 90 or 180 degrees, and the sliding folding
doors which open both inwards and outwards offer
maximum flexibility.

2
1] Carat Round with 2 swing doors
2] Carat, swing door with side panel
3] Carat, bi-fold door with side panel

3

1
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CARAT
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CARAT

A GOOD DECISION
Stylish design coupled with full everyday utility. Topclass workmanship and high-quality materials which
meet even the most exacting expectations. Almost
unlimited flexibility. Outstanding value for money. These
are the outstanding characteristics of the Carat shower
enclosure series. Decide for yourself over these pages
and discover why Carat will be in the limelight of your
bathroom equipment.
1] Carat, sliding door 3-part in niche
2] High-quality materials and finish right
down to the last detail: die-cast zinc hinges
and wall mountings
3] Thanks to the tried-and-tested LSO door
system, each sliding door can be separately
opened inwards for cleaning. A real benefit
when it comes to caring for your product.

Striking down to the last detail: When executing the many
detail points we set great store by high-quality materials
and attractive design.

4] Carat, corner entry sliding door, 2-part

2

3

1

4

Acrylic is a material that has the perfect properties for
use in the bathroom. That is why we have been consistently committed to this material for our bathtubs
and shower trays right from the word go. The warm-tothe-touch, body-friendly material that our Trend shower
trays are made of is also the perfect medium for creating strong, expressive designs. Straight-lined, concise
shapes that catch the eye without being intrusive.

shower tray

Trend

Shower tray Malaga Round Trend 775

Malaga
- Round

Length mm

Width mm

Depth mm

Trend 771
Trend 775
Trend 772 L/R
Trend 773 L/R
Trend 778 L/R

900
1000
900
1000
1000

900
1000
800
800
900

50
50
50
50
50

Cordoba
- Five

Length mm

Width mm

Depth mm

Trend 871
Trend 875

900
1000

900
1000

50
50

Ancona
- Rectangle

Length mm

Width mm

Depth mm

Trend 639
Trend 640
Trend 641
Trend 642
Trend 645
Trend 646
Trend 647
Trend 648
Trend 649
Trend 650
Trend 654
Trend 655
Trend 656
Trend 657
Trend 658
Trend 659

900
800
900
900
1000
1000
1200
1200
1000
1200
1600
1700
1800
1300
1400
1500

750
800
900
800
1000
800
800
900
900
1000
900
900
900
900
900
900

50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
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SHOWER TRAYS
WITH THE FEELGOOD EFFECT

shower trays
Malaga

shower trays
Ancona

Round shower trays have an eloquent and harmonising

The rectangular form is the classic among shower

visual appeal. The semi-circular form helps to save

1

1

trays. Ancona is worthy of this high estimation, with a

space without having to dispense with comfort in the

variety of sizes and shapes that match practically every

shower. You have always hit on the right choice with a

installation situation. No matter if it is in a niche, a

Malaga shower tray.

corner or simply against the wall. Individuality - not a
problem in these sizes.

With an internal depth of just 50 mm, all Trend shower
trays are ultra-flat, responding to the current demand for
low-level showers.
2

3

2

1] Malaga Round Trend 771/775
2+3] Malaga Round Trend 772/773/778
Asymmetric shower tray series in three sizes.

shower trays
CORDOBA

3

The Five shower trays of the Cordoba range are full of
dynamic flair and at the same time a perfect synthesis
of aesthetics and logical function. Generous, comfor-

4

table shower zones with much space and scope for
movement.
4

Acrylic shower trays are nonslip for added safety. The
material is body-friendly and, unlike conventional steel

4] Cordoba Five Trend 871/875

trays, is warm to the touch.

5

1] Ancona Trend 640/641/645
The popular rectangular shape is available in three sizes.
2] Ancona Trend 639
Rectangular models round off our shower tray range.
3] Ancona Trend 642/646/649/650
Plenty of space for unlimited showering enjoyment.
4] Ancona Trend 647/648
More variety of form, more individuality.
5] Ancona Trend 654/655/656/657/658/659 XXL
The large, spacious XXL designs are available in all standard sizes.

Duscholux
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TREND

Holydoor Top (1-panel, 2-panel or 3-panel) is more than
just an overbath screen: it is shower enjoyment that
lasts. For easier handling: The Holydoor Top with lift
system can be lowered onto the bath edge for showering. And after showering it can be folded against the
wall to save space. So there’s nothing in your way to stop
your enjoyment in the tub. Everything figures.
Everything has been thought of: the 180° hinge connection to the wall makes it easy to clean outside the bath
as well. Smart and practical ideas for cleaning.

2

1+2] Holydoor Top 3-panel

HOLYDOOR TOP, FEATURES
2- or 3- panelled overbath screen
180° hinge connection to the wall
Custom solutions available, side panel available
Standard height 1400 mm
Optional with lift function, measure 1415 x 1433 mm

Overbath screen

Holydoor Top
1
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EASE OF USE
WITH LIFT SYSTEM

Piccolo Plus, the classic among the small bathroom
range. The clear style is unmistakable. Modern,
contemporary. Elegantly curved external contours of
the acrylic bathtubs and the reduced profile, sleek look
of the shower enclosure are a succinct impression for
the current design. Easy care. High level of comfort.
These, too, are characteristics of Piccolo Plus. With our
bathtubs, the soft internal radii, an ergonomically
designed neck area and lots of space to lie down in
result in relaxing bathing. The comfortable features of
the shower are just as inviting: Swing doors, lift and
lowering door mechanism, 80 mm internal depth of the
shower tray. And the extra: Piccolo Plus can conquer
many special installation situations.

PICCOLO PLUS, FEATURES
Cleverly designed concepts for small bathrooms
Combinable shower panels, shower trays and bathtubs
Optimum use of space; custom installation options
Standard height 1900 mm
Swing doors open inwards and outwards
Lift-and-lower mechanism on all doors

Space saving idea

Piccolo Plus
Piccolo Plus shower enclosure with swing doors, in
combination with Piccolo shower tray and bathtub

Duscholux
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Space saving
ideas for the
small bathroom

PICCOLO
SHOWER AND
BATHTUBS
With their shallow internal depth and installation height,
Piccolo shower trays couldn't be easier to get into. The
clever design is clean and catchy. The front outside edge
of the Piccolo shower tray is stylishly curved, creating a
light, soft look. An impression that is reinforced by the
shallow internal depth.
Three different lengths for optimum use of the available
space. Ergonomically shaped, surprisingly spacious
1

2

reclining spaces. That is the concept underlying Piccolo
bathtubs. A key feature of these bathtubs is the large
number of possible combinations. All bathtubs match
the individual Piccolo shower trays.

The four bathtubs are available in right and left hand
versions. Matching all Piccolo shower trays and partitions. With numerous possible combinations.
3

1] Piccolo shower tray 669
2] Piccolo shower tray 670
3] Piccolo bathtub
163/164, 167/168, 173/174
4] Piccolo bathtub Sky 180/181

4
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Piccolo Plus

PICCOLO DUO, FEATURES

Piccolo Duo is another eye-catching and ingenious
space saver, but in its own very special way: bath and

Bathtub and shower solution in one

shower enclosure make up one structural unit.

Swing door opens inwards and outwards

Everything fits everything else. And everything shows

Bathtub 1700 x 900/800 x 450 mm

functionally integrated design. The pivot door swings

Height of enclosure 1500 mm

inwards and outwards, which makes it easier to clean

Overall height approx. 2100 mm

outside the bath. And the spacious door panels extend

Optional additional side panel

inside the bath to prevent splashing when the shower is

Optional tub panel

being used. Your enjoyment in the shower is also enhan-

Effective volume: approx. 175 l

ced by the generous dimensions of the shower zone.
After showering, the pivot door folds flat for even more
space. Piccolo Duo is the ideal option when redecorating. Solutions with apron leave plenty of scope for
individuality.

1] Piccolo Duo shower enclosure without side panel. Available on
request: Piccolo Duo with high-quality, aluminium-trimmed front
panel.
2] Piccolo Duo shower enclosure with additional side panel offering
further installation possibilities.

1

Space saving idea

Piccolo Duo

1

2
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Harmonious
WHOLE

Piccolo Step-in is a solution which simultaneously
combines easy showering with regenerative bathing
and maximum comfort with minimal spatial requirements in a simple way. Whether it is used as a shower or
a bathtub, whether for singles or for situations where
one family member wants to shower while the other
prefers to bath: this all-inclusive solution provides
plenty of room to those who love a good shower – and
enough for a good bath, as well. Put more precisely, it is
just practical as it is comfortable and a particularly
flexible small-bathroom solution for people of any age.

PICCOLO STEP-IN, FEATURES
Bathtub and shower solution in one
Removable acrylic door insert

2

Easy access to showering zone
Bathtub 1700 x 940/700 x 460 mm
Secure closure technology with sensor monitoring
1-part, 2-part or corner entry shower enclosure
Standard height 1500 mm
Optional additional side panel
Effective volume: approx. 175 l
Optional ready for installation with tub support

3

4

1] Piccolo Step in with overbath screen 1-panelled
2] Two swivel shower partitions provide reliable protection against
splashing on the "corner-entry" version.
3 + 4] Innovative idea: the removable door insert. The door can be
stored in a slot in the bathtub while bathing, ensuring a reliable seal.

SPACE SAVING IDEA

Piccolo Step-in

2

1

Power supply with isolation switch required

Duscholux
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Shower or Bath
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Piccolo Step-in

Easily accessible
and flexible
The easy entry into the bathtub with ergonomic reclining
surface essentially remains open. The mobile door
panel inserted in the tub wall is only used for bathing.
The door insert has uncomplicated mechanics without
any disruptive hardware in the tub interior. Whether
removed or inserted, it serves as an additional storage
shelf for bath utensils. The absence of visible technology and sensitive electronic components makes using
the Piccolo Step-in so safe and easy that a user’s guide
would be superfluous.

4

A sensor monitors the water level in the bath and prevents the door panel from being removed when full. In
addition, light diodes in both of its contact fixtures cast
the panel in a pleasant glow.

1
1] The Piccolo Step-in bathtub: wide showering area and an ergonomically formed reclining surface
2] The rail can also be used as a towel holder.
3] If the bathtub is used as a shower, the door panel can be inserted into
the side rail, thus offering a storage possibility.

2

3

4] Piccolo Step-in as a free-standing version with folding panel
(one-piece) and additional side panel.
5] Piccolo Step-in (two-part shower enclosure) as a niche solution

5

BATH TO
ENJOY
Rectangular baths are most attractive for their classic
shape. The Ancona range shows how up-to-date the
interpretation of this theme can be. Clear aesthetics
lend classic elegance to your bathroom. Without being
obtrusive. Therefore Ancona baths fit in with almost
every style in interior design.

2

3

1] Ancona Trend 225/226 rectangular bath whirlpool version. Straight,
angular outer forms and soft, user-friendly inner lines. Winner of the
reddot design award.
Drain and overflow fitting:
2] Drain valve closed
3] Drain valve open
Drain and overflow fitting with integrated water filler:
4] Bath intake moved out
4

ANCONA, FEATURES
Individual rectangular bathtubs
Made of body-friendly sanitary acrylic
Premium reclining comfort, high interior depth
Various optional whirlpool systems available
See bathtub overview on p. 188

Rectangular bath

Ancona

1

Duscholux
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Piccolo Step-in
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Ancona

PREMIUM RECLINING
COMFORT
Clean lines in aesthetically pleasing designs with bags
of character. The elegant interplay of the straight-lined,
rectangular exterior and the soft internal contours
characterise the design of our classic rectangular
baths. Conspicuous but not intrusive. Making your
bathing enjoyment complete.

1] Ancona Vario 242/243
bathtub
2] Ancona Free-line 118.
Rectangular tub with
integrated shower zone.
Good internal dimensions and
comfortable reclining spaces.

4

1

2

The generous
definition of
space
The Malaga range has corner bath variations for peak
bathing comfort with optimal exploitation of space intelligent ideas that make an oasis of well-being out of
an ordinary bathroom. The Duscholux corner options
are eloquent demonstrations of optimal comfort and
aesthetic form. Over and above this, the attractive
models provides great scope for individual design ideas.
So your dream bathroom can come true, even if space is
limited.

1

2

MALAGA, FEATURES
Individual corner bathtubs
Made of body-friendly sanitary acrylic
Premium reclining comfort, high interior depth
Various optional whirlpool systems available
See bathtub overview on p. 188
3

1] Malaga Trend 441, 445,with front panel and aluminium trimmings and Trend drain- and overflow fitting
2] Malaga 460/461 und 470/471, a maximum of
comfort thanks to generous inner depth and space
for reclining full-length. Asymmetric, available in left
or right versions.
3] Malaga Trend 440, 444 with moulded panel and
Trend drain- and overflow fitting

Corner bath

Malaga

1
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An awardwinning jewel
1] Fantastic Portofino 340 with panel. Free
standing oval bathtub.

High-quality materials putting on a great show. This
means in concrete terms: top design and attractive

2] Portofino 113/115, deep-lying, smooth form.
Middle run-off. Available in two different sizes.
3] Portofino Trend Duo 335 with Trend drainand overflow fitting and panel. As whirlpool,
for leisurely relaxation, also for two. Winner of
the reddot design award for exceptional design.

features combined with first-class quality materials. This
is the scenario for the Portofino oval bath range. And the
basis for years of pleasure and satisfaction. Portofino
oval baths are more than just a feast for the eye. They are
the perfect synthesis of functional design and natural
ergonomics. This is why all oval baths have a comfortable
inner form, the outer form with a new and stunning
design for every bath. Individuality - written large.

2

PORTOFINO, FEATURES
Individual oval bathtubs
Made of body-friendly sanitary acrylic
Premium reclining comfort, high interior depth
Various optional whirlpool systems available
See bathtub overview on p. 188

3

Oval bath

Portofino
1
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Duscholux’s Prime-line bath series offers full featured,
entry-level standard baths for those with a discerning
eye for design. Prime-line’s modern, highly streamlined
appearance and premium reclining comfort are sure to
satisfy. The new Prime-line series' structure of crosslinked and cast sanitary acrylic, a material which exhibits optimal characteristics for use in the bath. Pleasant
and warm to the touch, this substance has very good
heat-insulating characteristics. The surfaces are easy
to care for and the material characteristics afford
sanitary acrylic a very long service life.

PRIME-LINE, FEATURES
Complete bathtub series in various shapes
20 different models and sizes
Made of body-friendly sanitary acrylic
Highly streamlined, premium reclining comfort
Excellent price/performance ratio
Various optional whirlpool systems available
See bathtub overview on p. 188

Prime-line 257 oval bath

Bathtub

Prime-Line

Duscholux
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Almost like a
vacation
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Prime-Line

DESIGN AND COMFORT AT ATTRACTIVE PRICES
The Prime-line series includes twenty different tubs,
providing a broad spectrum of various shapes and
dimensions. These include standard rectilinear baths
and various asymmetric corner baths in round or angular designs, with plenty of room for two persons. A
distinguishing characteristic of the series is the striking
difference in the width of the baths’ edges. In addition,
their convex surfaces lend the baths an intriguing
appearance and ample room and comfort in reclining.

1] Prime-line 266
2] The convex reclining surface provides
for ample lying comfort.
3] The asymmetrical corner tub
Prime-line 249
4] Rectangular bath Prime-line 262

3

2

1

4

1095 mm

1540 mm

1700 mm

Prime-line 247/248
mirrored version

Prime-line 249/250
mirrored version

Ample room for
relaxed bathing
A distinguishing characteristic of the series is the
striking difference in the width of the baths’ edges. The

1200 mm

1000 mm

intake beginning immediately below the upper interior
edge simultaneously accents the pleasantly designed
bathtub interior. Whether purely as a bathtub or equipment upgrade with whirlpool system: The Prime-line
1600 mm

1700 mm

Prime-line 251/252
mirrored version

Prime-line 253/254
mirrored version

series offers sensible use and many practical advantages to those both young and old, large and small,
making life in the bath even more comfortable and
800 mm

900 mm

pleasant.

1900 mm

1800 mm

Prime-line 255

Prime-line 257

Whether purely as a bathtub or with whirlpool system: The
comfortably designed interior surfaces offer the highest
750 mm

900 mm

degree of reclining comfort, even when bathing in pairs.

800 mm

1700 mm
Prime-line 260

750 mm

2000 mm
Prime-line 259

750 mm

1800 mm
Prime-line 262

800 mm

1800 mm
Prime-line 261

Rectangular bath Prime-line 260
1700 mm

Prime-line 263

Prime-line 264

800 mm

1900 mm

1700 mm

1800 mm

Prime-line 265

Prime-line 266
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1400 mm

1400 mm
Prime-line 246

1400 mm

1400 mm
Prime-line 245

750 mm

Duscholux

Prime-Line

The new, freestanding Prime-line Free oval bathtub is
the perfect addition to the multifaceted Prime-line
bathtub series. Positioned anywhere in the room, it turns
every bathroom into an architectural showpiece. The
seamless transition between the body-friendly acrylic
tub and surround enhances the light, modern look.
Concave, symmetrical shapes give the bathtub its unique
elegance.

1] Free-standing Prime-line Free bathtub
2] The outer contour of the tub follows the concave curves of the
interior.

2

PRIME-LINE FREE, FEATURES
Free-standing oval bathtub with 2 backrests
Seamless crossing to tub panel
Made of body-friendly sanitary acrylic
Excellent price/performance ratio
External dimensions 2000 x 900 x 600 mm
Effective volume: approx. 200 l

Bathtub

Prime-Line Free
1
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FOCAL POINT OF
ANY BATHROOM

A “wellness bath” is at the top of many people's wish list.
Pampering yourself, switching off and chilling out,
recharging your batteries after a long day: activities like
these are becoming ever more important in the fastpaced world we live in. Wellness is the holistic interplay
of body, mind and spirit. Relax and rejuvenate after a
strenuous run or a tough day at the office. And where
better to do that than in the secure environment of your
own bathroom.

Ancona Trend with CPL3 whirlpool system

WELLNESS

Whirlpool systems

Duscholux
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Feel-good
features

Colour light
therapy - balsam
for the senses

Softly caressing, or with intensive spray and powerful

Mood-reflecting light, creating an atmosphere of well-

massage. Interaction of the elements: water, air and

being - with its own quite special effect. On request, you

warmth. Doing you good, relaxing, benefiting your

can order various whirlpool systems with underwater

health. Whirlpool bathing is the soft fitness cure, a boon

spotlights and optional colour light changer. Then you

for all the senses. Calming for the body, stimulus for the

can experience the calming and harmonising effect of

soul. Soothing away aches and pains and regulating the

changing light colours. The mood is transformed into

circulation. Other positive benefits: generally improved

the positive, and new energies flow through the body.

powers of resistance and shortened regeneration

This kind of colour light therapy is an ideal support and

phases. Duscholux whirlpools are available in various

supplement to hydrotherapy.

whirl systems. Choose the system that corresponds to
your own individual needs and wishes: air jets bringing
relaxation and well-being with prickling pearls of air.
Powerful massage jets get your circulation into swing
and release muscle tension. The jets are arranged to be
optimally directed at individual parts of the body. From
sensitive foot reflex zones to relaxation of the neck and
back muscles and pulsating massage of thighs and
calves.
1

1] The jets in the back region are
arranged according to the tenets of
hydro- and physiotherapy and
directly relax the musculature.
2] Jets and Mini-jets are arranged
in the foot area so that they can be
used for reflexology massage.

2

Positive mood and emotions.
Underwater spotlight with
colour light changer.

Duscholux
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The soothing
power of
hydrotherapy

Whirlpool system
CPL3

CPL1 is an air system that permeates the water intensi-

CPL3 is the combination of CPL1 and CPL2. The air/jet

vely with bubbles that gently massage your skin to

system stimulates the entire body, providing deep-

revitalise it. CPL2 is purely a jet system. Powerful jets of

down relaxation.

water massage the body and relax the muscles. Mini
jets in the foot area target the foot reflex zones.
CPL3 equipment - air and jet
n 10 bottom air jets

All whirlpool functions are easy to control via a sensor

CPL1 AIR SYSTEM equipment

n 2 back air jets

panel with integrated temperature display. Five auto-

n 10 bottom air jets

n 2 foot air jets

matic programmes can also be selected.

1

n 2 back air jets
n 2 foot air jets

n 6 side jets
n 2 back and bottom mini jets

CPL 1 WITH WELLNESS PACKAGE

n 2 foot mini jets

n 14 bottom air jets

tem. The CPL variants have an optimally co-ordinated
number of jets and an electronic control panel with a

n 4 back air jets
n 4 foot air jets

Almost all Duscholux baths can be fitted with a CPL sys-

temperature display. The control system is electronic. The
2

CPL3 WITH WELLNESS PACKAGE

result: a vastly improved massage effect and greater ease

n 14 bottom air jets

of use.

The air jets are controlled via a sensor panel with

n 2 back air jets

integrated temperature display. Two automatic pro-

n 2 foot air jets

grammes are also available.
n 6 side jets
n 4 rotating back massage jets

CPL2 JET SYSTEM equipment

n 2 foot mini jets

n 6 side jets
n 2 back and bottom mini jets

Portofino Trend Duo, here with CPL4 whirlpool system
3

n 2 foot mini jets

CPL2 WITH WELLNESS PACKAGE
n 6 side jets
n 4 rotating back massage jets
n 2 foot mini jets

For a more intensive massage effect, air can be mixed
in with the water jets via a separate dial. This enriches
the water jet with millions of effervescent air bubbles.

4
1]
2]
3]
4]

Bottom air jet
Mini jet
Jet
Rotating massage jet

Duscholux
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Whirlpool systems
CPL1 And CPL2

The combined CLP4 and CLP5 air and water jet systems
are fully featured and have a flat touch-screen control

Whirlpool system / Design feature

panel. The large blue backlit symbols are easy to understand and turn white when activated. The additional
Air system

display shows the current water temperature and the
selected settings.
CPL4 equipment - air and jet

1

n 14 bottom air jets

CPL1

CPL2

CPL3

standard with
wellnesspackage

standard with
wellnesspackage

standard with
wellnesspackage

Air jets in the floor

10

14

10

14

14

14

2

4

2

2

2

2

Air jets in foot region

2

4

2

2

2

2

Air jets with interval function

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

6

6

2

2

Air jets, continuous control

l

l

l

l

Extra heating (air) 300W

m

l

m

l

6

6

6

6

Jets in foot region

Jet system

n 2 foot air jets
n 6 side jets
n 4 rotating back massage jets

Mini-jets in back and floor region (not in combination with
wellness package)

2

Mini-jets in foot region

2

2

l

m

Rotating massage jets in back region

2
2

2
4

4

4

l

l

l

l

l

m

m

m

m

m

1100 W

640 W

640 W

4

Jets with interval function

n 2 foot jets

Jets continuous control

n 2 LED colour changer

Fan
Fan incl. air preheating

jets via a separate control panel.

Extra fan for air intermix jet

Technics

As an optional extra, air can be mixed with the water

Suction safety device for drain valve

n 14 bottom air jets

Microprocessor control system

Hygiene

n 2 back air jets
3

800 W

800 W
1100 W

200 W

Pump
Water level sensor

CPL5 equipment - air and jet

n 2 foot air jets

l

Extra heating (water) 1,5 KW

2

650 W

1100 W

650 W

1100 W

1100 W

1100 W

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

Integrated residual water drainage

l

l

Automatic blow-out program

l

l

Manual disinfection system

l

l

UV disinfection system

n 6 side jets

CPL5

Air jets in back region

Jets in side wall

n 2 back air jets

CPL4

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

m

m

m

m

m

m

Sensor keys

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

n 2 foot jets

Interval function

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

Temperature display

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

Operation programmes

2

2

5

5

Operation

n 4 rotating back massage jets

n 4 LED colour changer

Air intermix through variable transformers

The advantage of the CPL5 is that all functions are

Air intermix activated by control panel

electronically controlled. So not only can you regulate

Air intermix by sensor keys

control the water jets too. Air is added electronically
from level 5 upwards, significantly enhancing the
massage effect.

1]
2]
3]
4]

Bottom Air jet
Jet
Rotating massage jet
Control panel

Options

the air jets at 10 different levels, you can precisely

4

2

2

5

5

l

l

l

l
l
l

Multiplex Trio with integrated water filler

m

m

m

m

m

m

Underwater spotlight 12V/20W

m

m

m

m

m

m

Colour light changer

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

2

4

l

= Equipment

m

= Special equipment
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OVERVIEW
Whirlpool systems

Whirlpool systems
CPL4 And CPL5

Unlimited comfort in the shower - wherever you want.
Practical and uncomplicated. This is the ingenious
concept of the Duschospot complete showering system.
A glass cabin as an all-round enclosure. A narrow rear
section made of aluminium completely equipped with
brand name tapware and shower set, also an acrylic
showertray with apron. These are the components of
Duschospot. All you need now is a cold and hot water
connection and a drainage system. And that’s it. Connect
up and hit it. Shower power at your fingertips. You do not
have to renovate, you don’t need to tile anything. This is
what makes Duschospot so flexible. For the refurbished
cellar or basement, the weekend house or for the guest
room. There are practically no limits to the places you
can install Duschospot.

DUSCHOSPOT, FEATURES
All-round enclosed shower cabin
Shower tray, panels and fittings
Square, round or pentagonal version
Swing doors open inwards and outwards
Can be installed anywhere: only water connection needed
Rollers underneath shower tray for greater mobility
Easy to plan and install
Overall height 2100 mm
2
1] A square version of the entire shower
2] Logical equipment: the integrated storage
is height-adjustable.

Complete showering system

Duschospot

1
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Ready to install
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DUSCHOSPOT

SMART COMPLETE SOLUTION
The doors have a special lift-and-lower mechanism for
easy operation. And the swing doors open both inwards
and outwards for even greater comfort. Which is particularly advantageous after a shower: Dripping water
on the door stays inside the shower when you open up.
Another clever idea is that the shower can easily be
moved away from the corner on its rollers. To clean
behind it, for example. The corner location makes
Duschospot an outstanding space-saver. And the three
available versions Round, Five and rectangular have

1] Duschospot Five
2] The elegant handheld showerhead
3] Complete equipment: the fitting column

great visual appeal as well. Duschospot - smart in every
way.

4] The space-saving round version:
harmonic appearance. The two rear walls
are also available in satin glass or Maro
glass on request.

2

3

1

4

Duscho-live Spot refreshes everything! Waking up is
taken care of by the water jets from eight back massaging nozzles, a hand-held or overhead shower head.
And for switching off after a long day, the Duscho-Live
Spot changes into a relaxing steam bath. Here you can
sit comfortably and sweat out the tension. Duscho-live
2

Spot needs little space and allows you to shower and
steam-bathe in the smallest spaces. The intrinsically
stable cabin is enclosed with real glass and has a highquality finished look. It has rollers on the base and can
be simply pushed in front of the wall by the professional
during installation. Nothing needs renovation, nothing
must be re-tiled. An ion exchanger is available against
extra charge. It helps prevent the steam generator

3

clogging up with lime scale, and ensures a uniform,
warm mist.
DUSCHO-LIVE SPOT, FEATURES
Steam and fitness shower
Shower tray, panels and fittings
Space-saving corner solution with 2 swing doors

4

Dimensions 1000 x 1000 x 2220 mm
2 steam nozzles, 8 back massage jets
Halogen spot, glass shelf, stool
Power supply with isolation switch required
Min. room height 2300 mm

1] Duscho-live Spot with
corner panel and profiles
in silver, front and back
walls in clear glass

5

Steam shower

Duscho-Live spot
1

2]
3]
4]
5]

Massage jets
Steam nozzles
Control element generator
Shower set
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WELLNESS
THE EASY WAY

